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The Sustainable Greencastle Report:
Environmental Solutions to Strengthen

Our Community, Economy, Culture, and Quality of Life

Executive Summary

Following signi#cant sustainability interest registered by City of Greencastle Community 
Forward Summit participants in August, 2008, Mayor Sue Murray extended an open invitation 
for community engagement in a Sustainability Core Focus Group. More than one hundred 
broadly representative citizens responded to participate in #ve meetings held during a three-
month period from December 8, 2008 to March 2, 2009.  

Evolving to adopt the name Greencastle Sustainability Committee, the group recognized a 
strong foundation of environmental progress that the City of Greencastle had built (including 
the distinction of Indiana Association of Cities and Towns 2008 Green Community of the 
Year).  The committee gathered like green designers to begin to sketch and create upon that 
foundation a sustainable house in which our community, economy, culture, and quality of 
life could thrive.  The outcome of this group’s designs is not only a vision for our bright and 
sustainable future, but also inspired people committed to making that vision a reality.    

The Greencastle Sustainability Committee recommends and will take action to support the 
following environmental solutions to strengthen our community, economy, culture, and 
quality of life.  

Local Food and Markets
Growing our Farmers Market for a Vital Economic, Community, and Cultural Hub• 
Cultivating Community Supported Agriculture• 
Feeding Neighbors in Need• 
Planting a Community Garden• 
Gathering a Local Producer Directory• 

Transportation and Transit
Greencastle Rail, Essential for Progress• 
Driving Rural Transit: Greencastle Gets on the Bus• 
Pursuing People Pathways• 
Supporting Pedestrian Tra!c Downtown and DePauw University Links• 
A Walking School Bus• 
A Community Carpool Network• 
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Energy Conservation and Alternatives
A Sustainability Commission for Our Continued Progress• 
Emissions Inventory and Forecast for Reductions• 
Wind and Solar Ordinances, Environmental Purchasing• 
G-Fuel? Running Greencastle on Biodiesel• 
Keeping Up With the Joneses: Competing for Energy Conservation• 
Manufacturing Green Jobs• 
Green Loans: Local and Community Banks Lending Their Support• 
Communicating Utility Conservation Incentives• 

Recycling
Awareness Campaign: The What, When, Where, Why and How of Recycling• 
Strengthening Downtown and Other Strategic Recycling Locations• 
DePauw “Move Out” Day(s)• 

Communications and Education
Sustainable Greencastle Brand to Support Our Position as a Great College Town• 
Meet at the Market: A Campaign to Strengthen Our Economic, Community, and • 
Cultural Hub
Going Home:  A Buy Local Campaign to Invest in Ourselves• 
Hoosier Homegrown and Putnam Proud: Promoting Our Local Produce and Products • 
Mediums and Forums for Sustainability Communications• 
Educational Events Including an All-Community Service Day or Month• 

Among many #nds, our most meaningful discovery is within the people of our community.  
Responding to the urgent challenges and opportunities of our time, our distinctive inspiration 
is a vital renewable energy source to power our community forward.  Indeed, though we are a 
small town carrying the burden of converging crises, ours is a city rising.   

Our committee seeks environmental solutions to strengthen our community, economy, 
culture, and quality of life.  But this is a mission in which every local citizen and association can 
contribute and gain.  We look forward to partnering with the entire community to achieve its 
bright and sustainable future. 
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Our People: Broadly Representative and Inspired

Re$ecting the City of Greencastle’s demonstrated commitment to sustainability as well as 
signi#cant environmental interest registered by participants at the August, 2008 Community 
Forward Summit, Mayor Sue Murray extended a public and open invitation for citizens to 
gather in City Hall for a Sustainability Core Focus Group.  More than one hundred individuals 
responded to participate in #ve conversations held during three months in 2008-09 (more 
information on the group’s activities is available in the “Our Process” section of this report).   

Referring to itself as the Greencastle Sustainability Committee, the group’s individuals 
introduced themselves not only as parent, neighbor, and student, but also as engineer, 
entrepreneur, small business owner, manufacturer, large retail manager, energy provider, 
faith-based organization leader, faith-based organization member, nonpro#t executive, 
teacher, professor, school administrator, university sta", volunteer, activist, artist, Master 
Gardener, farmer, hunter, and citizen.  Some individuals gathered with a common link of 
concern for gathering threats to our small planet.  Others embraced environmental solutions 
as new and innovative opportunities to overcome longstanding local challenges.

Although representing di"erent interests, these citizens focused as one to create a sustainable 
community, and in so doing provided a model for democratic action.   Organizing into work 
groups, they appointed as facilitators a woodworker, a mother, a law enforcement o!cer, 
a high school student, and the local manager of the largest corporation in the world.   All 
facilitators served admirably and with equal voices.  

Recognizing a strong foundation of environmental progress that the City of Greencastle 
had built, these citizens set out like green designers to begin to sketch and create upon that 
foundation a sustainable house in which our community, economy, culture, and quality of 
life could thrive.  The outcome of this group’s designs is not only a vision for our bright and 
sustainable future, but also inspired people committed to making that vision a reality.    
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Our Process: A Rapid Climb from Community Summit to Peak Engagement

Following Mayor Sue Murray signing the U.S. Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement among 
her #rst acts upon taking o!ce in 2008, the City of Greencastle pursued a number of 
sustainable innovations resulting in our recognition as an Indiana Association of Cities and 
Towns 2008 Green Community of the Year, a distinction we share only with another great 
college town, Bloomington.    

Shortly before Greencastle earned this award, Mayor Murray hosted an August, 2008 
Community Forward Summit, at which a broad spectrum of Greencastle leaders discussed 
important challenges and possibilities for the future of our city.  Although the discourse 
was far-ranging, summit participants expressed strong support for our community’s 
continued environmental progress.  In fact, the number of individuals registering interest 
in sustainability was surpassed only by that for town and gown relations, an issue with a 
signi#cant head start through the community’s 171-year relationship with DePauw University.  

As a result of this signi#cant citizen interest, the Mayor extended a public and open invitation 
for a Sustainability Core Focus Group to gather in City Hall to discuss and recommend 
environmental solutions.   The ensuing community response totaled more than 100 di"erent 
individuals who would participate in #ve meetings during the course of three short months.  
While this group was born out of the historic Community Forward Summit, its exploration led to 
the discovery of a second remarkable peak: a high point of inspiration for civic engagement, 
the uniqueness of which was observed by not only public o!cials, but also the leaders of 
business, education, nonpro#t, and faith-based organizations.

The following summarizes the Sustainability Core Focus Group’s #ve meetings.

December 8, 2008

Hosted by Mayor Murray and City Planner Shannon Norman in City Hall, twenty-three 
individuals gathered for a Sustainability Core Focus Group discussion facilitated by Steve 
Setchell, a citizen volunteer appointed by Mayor Murray.   The group discussed a range of 
local environmental challenges and opportunities, organizing them into #ve categories to 
be pursued by work groups: Local Food and Markets, Transportation and Transit, Energy 
Conservation and Alternatives, Recycling and Waste, and Communications and Education.  
The group realized it could not hope to immediately address every environmental issue in the 
community, but agreed that these work group areas provided both a manageable and bold 
opportunity for community progress.  The meeting adjourned with a plan to gather in January 
to convene the work groups. 

January 12, 2009

Adopting the name Greencastle Sustainability Committee, 60 individuals gathered in the 
round at City Hall and introduced themselves in a remarkably broad representation of 
interests and associations from across the community (more information on the make up of 
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the committee is available in the “Our People” section of this report).   The committee divided 
into highly energized work group discussions.  One DePauw student, for example, who 
awaited her turn among many individuals sharing ideas, #nally broke in to exclaim she was 
“about to burst” due to her growing excitement.  

The committee reconvened later as a whole for work group discussion reports that included 
the appointment of work group facilitators:  Cathryn Ensley (Local Food and Markets), Vaughn 
Becker (Energy Conservation and Alternatives), Doug Cox (Transportation and Transit), Xander 
Hazel (Recycling and Waste),  and Cli" Higgerson (Communications and Education).   

The work group reports revealed impressive community potential, but also noted key 
stakeholder separation in disconnected “silos.”  In adopting the mission below, the committee 
sought to level the landscape of silos and instead dig a network of “prairie dog tunnels” 
through which our community would gain the fullest collective advantage of talented people 
and inspired ideas.

Mission:
The Greencastle Sustainability Committee is a citizen coalition connecting 
people and ideas for local environmental solutions to strengthen our 
community, economy, culture, and quality of life.  

To assist in digging these “prairie dog tunnels,” each committee member departed with a 
“shovel,” which was simply a form listing the committee’s mission along with each work 
group’s facilitator name and e-mail address.  In accordance with our mission, we sought out 
people and ideas across the community to be shared directly with our work groups by way of 
the facilitators.  The committee adjourned with plans to share the results of its networking at 
the next meeting on February 9.

February 9, 2009

Concerned that growing community interest would exceed the space available in City Hall, 
our group held its February 9 meeting in the cafeteria of Deer Meadow Primary School, which 
was kindly made available by Principal Gwen Morris.   This meeting would be a “Farmers 
Market of Ideas” resulting from our committee’s e"orts to cultivate relationships and harvest 
community solutions.  Each of the #ve work groups arranged a number of “idea stands” or 
stations, which in total provided about 20 di"erent topics for engagement.   An informal head 
count tallied at least 75 market participants who circulated among these stations.

We were fortunate to include at this Farmers Market of Ideas a sampling of our locally owned 
and distinctive downtown businesses.  Although many participants brought great energy 
to the discussions, the fervor was advanced by the ca"eine of Blue Door co"ee, the sugar 
of Treasures on the Square chocolates and Almost Home strawberry pizza, as well as by the 
beauty of an Eitels Flowers potted plant, and the inspiration of Shuee & Sons’ Energy Star 
dryer and television models.
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The roundtable discussions were so lively that we dropped our plan to reconvene for 
summarizing reports to the whole group.  It would have been impossible to divert attention 
from many of the small groups that were so deeply engaged in de#ning their solutions.

February 24, 2009

Having cultivated and engaged at the Farmers Market of Ideas a broad #eld of solutions from 
across the community, work groups organized and further de#ned concepts in proposing 
“Ideas for Action” on February 24.  In advance of the meeting, group facilitators submitted 
Ideas for Action forms, which were converted to PowerPoint slides to guide discussion and aid 
the full committee’s review.  

This discussion back at City Hall enabled our committee to see for the #rst time a broad 
variety of solutions coming together in one collective body.  Our group proposed speci#c 
ideas of all kinds, ranging from those for immediate implementation to those more forward-
looking visions. 

March 2, 2009

The committee returned to City Hall to review a draft written report of the solutions orally 
presented at the previous week’s meeting.  Although an arbitrarily determined deadline 
of March 9 had been chosen earlier for the report’s completion, Mayor Murray invited the 
committee to deliver its report and present a summary of its discoveries at the March 12 City 
Council meeting scheduled for the following week.  After reviewing the draft solutions, the 
committee adjourned having tasked the group’s facilitators with using the meeting’s feedback 
to #nalize the report.

“The Sustainable Greencastle Report: Environmental Solutions to Strengthen our Community, 
Economy, Culture and Quality of Life” is scheduled to be delivered to Mayor Murray and 
members of the Greencastle City Council on March 12, 2009.
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Local Food and Markets

Citizens expressed strong interest and commitment across the scope of our e"orts, but the 
Local Food and Markets Work Group attracted an unsurpassed amount of input from the 
broader community.  The local and organic food movement, yet small relative to the vast 
industrial food system, is among the United States’ fastest growing agricultural sectors.  We 
support this sustainable trend for an alternative food source of superb taste and nutrition.  
Putnam County and our immediate region o"er a remarkable breadth of harvest to more 
fully enjoy.  While this work group’s strongest emphasis was food, it also expanded its 
perspective to include art, music, crafts, and other forms of local expression.  Our citizen 
coalition recommends and will take action to support the following environmental solutions 
to strengthen our community, economy, culture, and quality of life.

Growing Our Farmers Market for a Vital Economic, Community, and Cultural Hub

We recognize our community partner Main Street 
Greencastle for establishing the great tradition of 
a downtown farmers market.  We o"er to them a 
helping hand in expanding the farmers market for 
not only broader access to local, fresh food, but also 
a vital hub at which all of us can identify with and 
celebrate our historic downtown, proud agricultural heritage, distinctive businesses, as well 
as all of our community’s cultural assets.   To this end, we will help to attract producers that 
more fully represent our agricultural yield.   The breadth of harvest we can bring to market, 
including traditionally celebrated homegrown tomatoes, will inspire more than local favorite 
Fret Set to sing its praises.1

On that note, we are fortunate that our local agricultural diversity is matched by a brilliant 
portrait of local cultural assets.  We seek to expand the current farmers market practice 
of featuring the sale of a variety of local products, including the work of local artists and 
craftspeople.   In addition, our community is home to a remarkably broad array of performing 
artists of all ages.  A composition of these cultural o"erings, performed in harmony with our 
proud harvest, historic architecture, and distinctive downtown businesses, create a collective 
symphony worthy of our entire community and indeed a larger regional audience.  

To assist in telling the story of the farmers market toward renewing the downtown as a 
vital community, economic, cultural, and quality of life hub, we designed a “Meet at the 
Market” campaign concept referenced in the above illustration and further explained in the 
Communications and Education section of this report.

1 The tune “Homegrown tomatoes,” written by Guy Clark, is among the most requested 

numbers performed by Fret Set, a favorite local folk and blue grass band.  

Meet at the
Market
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Cultivating Community Supported Agriculture

Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) programs are 
taking root across our region.  We intend to cultivate their 
continued growth.  Similar to the farmers market, our CSA 
programs strengthen community, cultural, and economic 
ties between local producers and consumers.  Through 
this relationship, participants make a #nancial commitment to a farm as CSA members or 
shareholders.  In return, the farm provides a weekly allotment of fresh produce.  

CSA programs are rapidly expanding all across the United States, having grown in number 
from 50 in 1990 to 2,200 at present.  This growth re$ects great CSA member satisfaction and 
interest in supporting sustainable agriculture.  From the #rst rise of asparagus spears until 
the “frost is on the punkin,” our enviable soil rewards us.2  Shareholders  can expect to #nd 
in their weekly CSA baskets not only “garden variety” produce, but arugula, blackberries, 
eggplant, kale,  raspberries, rutabagas, salad greens, Swiss chard, tomatillos, several kinds 
of seasonal squash, as well as free range chicken, cage free eggs, and butter, just to name 
a few.   Although the superb taste and nutrition of this fresh local food are bene#t enough, 
CSA membership enables consumers to encourage sustainable agriculture and have an 
educational experience.  Shareholders receive invitations to tour farms and recipes for those 
items not regularly found on our kitchen counters.   

To assist in telling the story of our CSA programs and promoting our other local producers 
as vital community, economic, cultural, and quality of life partners, we have designed a local 
food marketing campaign concept, including the Putnam Proud logo referenced above and 
further explained in the Communications and Education section of this report.

Feeding Neighbors in Need

Local agriculture yields can uplift many members of our community, especially those feeling 
the heaviest burden of the current economic crisis.  Several opportunities are available to 
provide relief in these challenging times.

The solution of local food for those in need was #rst raised to our committee by a nearby 
member of Farmers and Hunters Feeding the Hungry (FHFH), an innovative organization 
providing a social service across the United States.   Robust growth in the nation’s deer 
population has made available extended hunting seasons and limits.  FHFH indicates many 
deer are discarded, particularly among those harvested through crop and property damage 
permits.  The program works by FHFH members delivering harvested deer to participating 
meat processors.  Donations then #nance the processing, packaging, and freezing of meat, 
which becomes available to food banks and agencies, including shelters and faith-based 
organization partnerships.  

2  “When the Frost is on the Punkin” is a poem by Hoosier Poet James Whitcomb Riley.

Proud
Putnam
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A similar model is available in Plant a Row for the Hungry (PAR).  Through this program, the 
Garden Writers Association has encouraged readers and listeners to donate a portion of 
produce to local food banks, soup kitchens, and service organizations.  PAR’s 600 volunteer 
committees encompassing 27,000 volunteers donated 1.4 million pounds of food to this 
cause in 2008.   The organization of a local PAR committee and FHFH chapter would be 
meaningful outcomes for our community.  Beyond these program models, we can all 
take care in seeing that excess food from our CSA programs, farmers market, community 
gardens, and other sources are similarly rescued for the A-Way-Home Shelter, Putnam County 
Ministries, faith-based organizations, and other local associations providing essential human 
relief services.

Our farmers market could also secure relief from the Indiana Women, Infants, and Children 
(WIC) Program, through which women and children may be eligible to receive additional 
government support speci#cally for purchases at quali#ed farmers markets.   Local families 
and the local producers from which they would buy both stand to bene#t economically 
from WIC.  Our farmers market is currently not large enough to qualify, which provides an 
additional reason for expansion.
  
Planting a Community Garden

As the American Community Garden Association suggests, community gardening sprouts 
neighborhood and community development, promotes social interaction and self 
reliance, beauti#es shared landscapes, and provides an additional source of local, fresh 
food.   Somewhat similar to our farmers market, community gardens provide gathering and 
cultural spaces for gardeners of all varieties, including Master Gardeners, local farmers and 
producers, students, and all interested community members.  They also provide educational 
opportunities related to agriculture and the environment.  

People from across our locality have expressed interest in participating in a community 
garden.  In addition to a committed planning committee and gardeners, successful 
implementation requires a community-approved location or series of plots set aside for 
development, an immediate water supply, and liability insurance.  Continued research of best 
practices is also needed, with strong nearby models including Elkhart and Columbus.

Several locations are suggested as potential community garden sites, including recently 
acquired City of Greencastle property near the Putnam County Airport as well as plots in the 
DePauw University Nature Park and adjacent to Deer Meadow Primary School.   While further 
investigation and a careful selection of property for community-wide use are appropriate 
next steps, our committee is enthusiastic for our community garden’s potential and we look 
forward to helping sew its seeds.
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Gathering a Local Producer Directory

The identi#cation and publication of local agricultural producer information is an important 
community resource.   In addition to providing a roster of producers, this directory would 
educate consumers about obtaining local food year around.   Web sites including Indiana 
MarketMaker (http://in.marketmaker.uiuc.edu/index.php) are innovative and generally helpful 
in linking consumers and producers, but many local producers are either not included or do 
not provide the necessary detail of information.  This focused, local directory could be used 
not only by individuals, but also organizations, restaurants, and catering services.  The year 
around availability is especially important as farmers market and CSA o"erings are limited 
outside of the growing season. 
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Transportation and Transit

The Transportation and Transit Work Group explored a variety of concepts ranging from 
encouraging pedestrian tra!c to bringing intercity commuter rail to Greencastle.  The 
means and manner by which we travel through our community and region are both a critical 
environmental issue and a re$ection of our identity and vision for the future of our city.  Our 
citizen coalition recommends and will take action to support the following environmental 
solutions to strengthen our community, economy, culture, and quality of life.

Greencastle Rail, Essential for Progress

Local historian John Baughman used a title similar to the above for an essay on our 19th 
century prospects for development, but his words also frame today’s outlook.     

Accounting for several vital transportation developments that impacted Greencastle, Dr. 
Baughman includes the opening of Putnam County by way of the National Road (U.S. 40) in 
the historic year of 1837, as well as Greencastle’s distinction as one of the smallest American 
cities to boast of a street car line from 1866 to 1896.   But Dr. Baughman heavily underscores 
the transformational impact of our once vibrant intercity rail system.  He tells of many 
Americans traversing Putnam County’s intersecting rail lines, including a young U.S. Civil 
Service Commission chairman by the name of Theodore Roosevelt, who in 1890 missed his 
Greencastle Junction connection to Indianapolis and spent the night in Limedale.  Roosevelt 
apparently made use of the time here by revealing political ambitions to his companions.

Though quaint that story may be, one of Dr. Baughman’s boldest history lessons follows.  
Addressing the development of local communities near the north-south and east-west rail 
junctions, he writes, “Those towns on the four railroads grew, and those they missed declined.”  
We are now beginning to conceive of another transformational development, this to renew a 
decaying national transportation infrastructure far too dependent on fossil fuels.    As regions 
around us create innovative means of transit, which of the fates Dr. Baughman describes 
awaits Greencastle and west central Indiana?  If we miss our connection, our future will not shine 
nearly as bright as that of the young Mr. Roosevelt.  

The recently passed federal stimulus legislation provides $9.3 billion, which is, “. . . to be 
invested in projects that support the development of rail transportation, speci#cally projects 
that support intercity high speed rail services. “  This is just the beginning of a broader, 
necessary renewal for infrastructure competitive with that of other nations and adapted for 
a post-oil economy.  The Anderson-Muncie Commuter Rail Coalition is now discussing the 
possibility of commuter rail service from those cities to downtown Indianapolis.  Though 
Mr. Roosevelt’s Limedale station is gone, Greencastle Junction remains an axis of important 
education, commercial, and transportation corridors.  We ask our local, state, and national 
o!cials to make our connection for commuter rail toward this region’s sustainable future.
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Driving Rural Transit: Greencastle Gets on the Bus

We recognize the City of Greencastle, the Putnam County Commissioners, the Putnam County 
Community Foundation, and many local social service organizations for the superb addition of Rural 
Transit.  In a matter of a few months, we understand that the use of Rural Transit in our community 
has exceeded that of Owen and Monroe Counties, which have been using the service for decades.  

Although Rural Transit funding is limited at this time, we hope this asset may be made 
available for even larger community use.  Of particular interest is the opportunity to provide 
public transportation to our factory and industrial workers.  This would not only limit carbon 
emissions and road congestion, but also help provide employment opportunities for those 
community members without an automobile.   There is also interest in extending the service 
to weekend and evening hours.

It is important to continue to build awareness of the Rural Transit service and its scheduled 
routes.  There are other opportunities for broader participation by community members, 
including DePauw University and Ivy Tech State College students.

Support for Downtown Pedestrian Tra!c and DePauw University Links

Our committee took interest in welcoming pedestrian tra!c $ows to and through the hub 
of our community, the downtown.  Of particular interest were potential links to the DePauw 
University campus.  We explored the enhancement of walking and bike paths as well as the 
addition of new green spaces, but we did not #nd in our short timeframe a solution that 
would also accommodate emergency vehicles, parking, and other community interests.

Yet, we welcome what appears to be a new era of synergy between the City of Greencastle 
and DePauw University.  We found reason to be enthusiastic in the DePauw Faculty 
Governance Steering Committee’s report on intellectual life, which included the following 
summary of faculty-student interaction spaces suggesting potential for increased 
pedestrian volume to the downtown.

“All groups expressed a need to be more connected to Greencastle, speci#cally 
the downtown area.  The Blue Door Café is widely regarded as a successful 
model, but it was suggested multiple times that the “swipe card” system be 
installed here and at other Greencastle eateries . . .  Some expressed a call for 
DePauw to hold more of its events downtown, and for departments to better 
advertise their on-campus events in town.”

Our committee invites our entire community, including DePauw faculty members, sta", 
and students, to “Meet at the Market” beginning this spring for a reinvigorated cultural hub.  
More information on plans to grow our farmers market is available on pages 7 and 21.  We 
also appreciate DePauw University inviting representatives of both city government and our 
community sustainability e"ort to provide input as it shapes a campus plan for more strategic 
use of city-campus interfacing spaces and pedestrian transit.
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Pursuing People Pathways

Established in 1995, People Pathways is a distinctive part of our local identity that continues 
to deliver on a vision of promoting Greencastle and Putnam County as a “pedestrian/bicycle 
friendly” community.   A great catalyst for encouraging pedestrian and cycling transit, we 
applaud People Pathways as an established and still developing environmental solution.

As Greencastle grows concurrently with the People Pathways realization of its Albin Pond 
(Phase III) and Campus Link (Phase IV) Trails, we support the continued execution of the 
Greencastle City “Master Plan.”  In the pursuit of new and enhanced community destinations 
for community garden planting and a growing farmers’ market, we aim to further promote the 
value of using People Pathways across our community.   

Furthermore, when neighborhood organization projects begin, we would hope spaces along 
and adjacent to People Pathways may be targeted for natural planting beauti#cation and 
other enhancements to further identify and celebrate this community asset.

A Walking School Bus

Our committee found promise in the concept of walking school bus routes, which would 
encourage more children within walking distance of school facilities to choose “the shoe 
leather express” form of transit.  The implementation of walking school bus routes would 
require a leadership/organizing individual or committee, a cadre of volunteer “drivers,” as well 
as close collaboration with our community school corporations, parent/teacher organizations, 
and perhaps neighborhood associations.  Walking school bus routes could have the potential 
to reduce carbon emissions, fuel costs, and tra!c congestion if the program became widely 
used.

A Community Carpool Network

A carpool network is currently working in nine central Indiana counties.  While some of 
our local citizens already use the network available at www.erideshare.com or speci#cally 
http://www.erideshare.com/carpool.php?dstate=IN, it would be productive to intentionally 
encourage community carpool contacts toward the creation of a strong local system.
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Energy Conservation and Alternatives

Although our committee relied fully on volunteers, the Energy Conservation and Alternatives 
Work Group represented signi#cant technical expertise.  Its members include an engineer, 
utility service managers, and homeowners employing innovative energy products and 
practices.    Our citizen coalition recommends and will take action to support the following 
environmental solutions to strengthen our community, economy, culture, and quality of life.

A Sustainability Commission for Our Continued Progress

The City of Greencastle has brought state-wide recognition for environmental leadership 
to our community.  Enacting a series of sustainable practices after signing the U.S. Mayor’s 
Climate Protection Agreement, Mayor Sue Murray led Greencastle to be named an Indiana 
Association of Cities and Towns Green Community of the Year, a distinction we shared only 
with Bloomington.  Continued progress in this area is both a necessity and an opportunity for 
our community.

To further support the City of Greencastle’s environmental stewardship and capitalize on 
signi#cant citizen interest, we recommend the establishment of a special commission for 
a partnership between the city, citizens, and all for-pro#t and non-pro#t organizations and 
associations.  The purpose of this commission would be to convene leadership, coordinate 
programs and practices, and implement environmental solutions in our interests. 

Emissions Inventory and Forecast for Reductions

In order to most e"ectively guide our community’s conservation progress, it is important 
for the city to conduct a greenhouse gas emissions inventory and forecast for reductions.  
We recommend the city consider joining the International Council for Local Environmental 
Initiatives (ICLEI- Local Governments for Sustainability) toward the use of its Clean Air 
and Climate Protection (CACP) software, an e"ective emissions tracking device designed 
speci#cally for local governments.  Only after measuring our emissions, can we set 
quanti#able goals and measure our progress toward them.

Wind and Solar Ordinances, Green Building

Regarding speci#c present steps, we applaud the city’s Anti-Idling Ordinance for city vehicles, 
and we encourage completion of both the wind power ordinance already underway and a 
solar power ordinance to guide and encourage the implementation of solar power in our 
community.  The city should consider waiving local building permit fees for LEED-certi#ed or 
NAHB Green Building Program construction.  Last, the city should complete the development 
of environmental purchasing policies related to recycled content of materials, non-toxic 
materials, energy e!cient equipment, and other related guidelines.    
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G-Fuel?  Running Greencastle on Biodiesel

A Kokomo Tribune article by Scott Smith tells of the City of Kokomo’s recent $65,000 
investment in a biodiesel factory projected to secure savings of at least $25,000 from the city’s 
annual diesel bill.    The plan relies heavily on city pick-up of local kitchen/restaurant cooking 
oil as well as the availability of individual citizen oil drop-o".  Factoring for all associated costs, 
the “K-Fuel Team” estimates it will produce fuel at a cost of $.70 per gallon.  Hoover, Alabama 
has created a similar program to generate fuel at less than $1 per gallon.  

In addition to the economic bene#t of low-cost fuel, the program also helps keep oil out of 
land#lls and water treatment plants.  It was estimated that half of Kokomo’s water treatment 
plant maintenance problems are caused by the drain disposal of oil and grease.  This concept 
was #rst raised by our Transportation and Transit Work Group, but it converges with our 
recycling and energy interests.

Keeping Up With the Joneses: Competing for Energy Conservation

Leslie Kaufman revealed in her January 30, 2009 New York Times article several great insights 
for inspiring energy conservation.  Kaufman referred to a recent behavioral study suggesting 
the strongest motivating factor for energy conservation is neither the strong ethical 
implications for the environment nor real #nancial savings.  The most compelling in$uence 
may be the desire to outperform one’s neighbors.3  This new twist on the old saying of 
“keeping up with the Joneses” can have a positive impact on our community through at least 
two programs.  

In yet another case of young people providing leadership for sustainable practices, college 
students across the nation, including those at DePauw University, are battling in “energy wars.”  
These competitions pit living units against one another to determine which is conserving 
the most energy.  The scaling up of this concept for a community-wide energy challenge has 
exciting potential for both conservation and education.   Broad input would be important for 
implementation, but one can envision students of all ages as well as neighborhood residents 
organizing for such an e"ort.  It would be necessary to identify an organizing group of people 
and a system for tracking energy consumption of those voluntarily participating residences.  
Incentives, provided perhaps by for-pro#t, nonpro#t or government entities, could o"er 
additional motivation to conserve and win the challenge.  A model is available through the 
BrainShift Foundation’s multi-community “Energy Smackdown” in Massachusetts, which 
includes households that achieved energy consumption reductions as high as 66 percent.  

Kaufman (2009) also describes utility companies in at least ten cities now including in billing 
statements a personalized energy report comparing the individual consumer’s energy use 
with that of the surrounding neighborhood.   Similar to the organized energy challenges 
described above, these comparisons have also proven to reduce energy reduction.  We 

3  Caldini, Robert.  Arizona State University.  
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ask our utility companies to provide this information to help reduce energy consumption, 
especially that which is drawn from coal-burning plants.

Manufacturing Green Jobs

A Hoosier Environmental Council policy brief released this year represents the great potential 
of Indiana as a manufacturing hub for renewable energy.   In fact, Indiana has the second 
highest potential, per capita, among the nation’s top 30 manufacturing states for green jobs, 
with almost 40,000 potential manufacturing jobs estimated across wind, solar, geothermal, 
and biomass component #rms.

There is great potential in light of the Obama administration committing $150 billion to clean 
energy over the next ten years.  Signi#cant demand for renewable energy manufacturing 
is expected as the world moves away from coal and fossil fuels.  A state or region not 
positioning itself to meet this demand will miss out on signi#cant revenue and development 
potential.  We ask our political, economic, and commercial leaders to position our community 
and region to pursue manufacturing of renewable energy toward turning on the lights for our 
bright future.  

Green Loans: Local and Community Banks Lending Their Support

Local and community banks can help stimulate economic activity and sustainable consumer 
investments by o"ering low-interest loans and other incentives.  Union Bank of California, 
for example, announced a “green loan” program designed to give consumers quarter-
point discount interest rates for vehicle and home equity loans that are to be used for the 
purchase of new or used vehicles that run on alternative power sources other than petroleum. 
Additionally, the “green loan” program also o"ers the .25% interest rate discount on home 
equity #xed-rate loans to consumers purchasing energy-e!cient upgrades for their homes. 
These enhancements include the installation of solar panels, HVAC appliances, Energy Star 
rated windows, “green” heating, lighting, and water use. 

Communicating Utility Consumer Incentives

Our utility companies o"er a number of programs and rebates of which more local consumers 
should take advantage.  These include the following:

The Duke Energy Low Income Weatherization Program provides energy-saving 
installations and energy education at no cost to customers who qualify for the weatherization 
or heating bill assistance as part of state or federal programs.  Duke Energy can also swap out 
low-income residents’ old, ine!cient refrigerators with new Energy Star-rated refrigerators.

The Duke Energy Residential Energy E!ciency Rebate Program o"ers #nancial incentives 
for residential Duke customers to purchase energy e!cient HVAC products through the Smart 
Saver Program.  These products must have a SEER value greater than or equal to 14 and be 
insulated to R19.
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The Duke Energy Small Commercial and Industrial Energy E!ciency Rebate Program 
provides rebates for equipment (lighting, HVAC, motors and pumps) to all Indiana commercial 
and industrial customers with a demand of 500 KW or less.

The Vectren Energy Delivery Commercial Energy E!ciency Rebates may be earned 
through the installation of certain types of highly e!cient natural gas equipment such as 
furnaces, boilers, boiler controls, water heaters, and steam trap servicing.

The Vectren Energy Delivery Energy Star Home Rebate of $500 may be earned by builders 
of residential single-family Energy Star certi#ed homes (HERS of 85 or better) that receive gas 
service and use gas for all space heating and water heating.

The Vectren Energy Delivery Residential E!ciency Rebates may be earned for furnaces 
($200), boilers ($500), water heaters ($100), tankless water heaters ($150), and programmable 
thermostats ($20) purchased after May 1, 2008.
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Recycling

Our Recycling Work Group tells an important story of environmental conservation for our 
community and any community.  It included the youngest members of our committee, and 
attracted broad and e"ective outside interest from youth and students.  In fact, when the 
youngest participant (a sixth grader) in our e"ort raised a soft voice, she o"ered a strong 
recycling idea for all of us to follow.  Our young people, whose future is most squarely in 
the balance of the environmental challenges we all face, #nd both a necessity and a great 
ability to lead and educate our community.  We would do well to follow them.   Our citizen 
coalition recommends and will take action to support the following environmental solutions 
to strengthen our community, economy, culture, and quality of life.  

Information and Awareness Campaign

All work groups identi#ed improved cross-community communication as an important step 
toward progress in their areas.  It appears to be an especially large opportunity in the area of 
recycling and waste reduction.

We need to assist our community partners and individual citizens in better understanding 
the “what, where, when, why, and how” of recycling.  This includes the now common 
recycling practices, but more extensively relates to reusing and more cautiously disposing 
of those items that are inappropriate for our curbside bins.  Particular mention was made for 
compact $uorescent light bulbs, batteries, all electronics, and cloth.

We also addressed the need for a medication collection program.  The harmful remnants of 
negligible disposal of medication can remain in water despite our treatment programs.

Strengthening Downtown and Other Strategic Recycling Locations

Conversations with downtown merchants and other tenants revealed that recycling 
programs are either incompatible or misunderstood in that location.  We suggest the 
city consider larger bins for common downtown recycling centers.  As an outcome of our 
continuing discussion, we appreciate the city’s e"ort to bring a large paper recycling bin 
to the Banner Graphic parking lot.  Apartment tenants would bene#t similarly from such 
additions.

Our members also expressed interest in cleaner and more user-friendly Refuse Handling 
recycling areas, which would encourage broader use.

DePauw “Move Out” Day(s)

A community-wide e"ort can be made for more e!cient and conservational practices 
when DePauw students depart campus for summer vacation.  Community members shared 
accounts of large couches and belongings being discarded when they could be reused.  Our 
group expressed interest in working with the University to provide a location for students 
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and faculty to recycle furniture, electronics, clothes, nonperishable food, and other goods.

We have already contacted Ted Fares, the University’s director of facilities management, who 
shares an interest in this e"ort.  Recent campus visitor Ed Newman of Ohio University is also 
a resource for related best practices. 
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Communications and Education

While our committee bene#ted from innovation and creativity in each of our work groups, 
the Communications and Education Work Group stepped forward as the #rst to create visible 
outcomes to support and inspire our collective e"ort.  Although the smallest work group 
measured by the number of participating individuals, its work was diverse and far-reaching.  
Our citizen coalition recommends and will take action to support the following environmental 
solutions to strengthen our community, economy, culture, and quality of life.

Sustainable Greencastle Brand to Support Our Position as a Great College Town

As the name Greencastle suggests, a strong 
element of our city’s identity is a center for 
environmental conservation and innovation.  
This is re$ected in many attributes, including 
but not limited to our Mayor signing the U.S. 
Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement; our city’s 
recognition as one of two Indiana Association of Cities & Towns (IACT) Green Communities 
of the Year in 2008 as a result of a number of environmental initiatives; strong citizen 
engagement of sustainability represented not only by this coalition’s e"ort, but longer 
standing traditions such as People Pathways; and DePauw University’s sustainability program 
and recognized student leadership.

We propose this Sustainable Greencastle logo to the City of Greencastle for its consideration 
in communicating the distinctive environmental conservation and innovation identity of our 
community.   The logo’s skyline element represents our historic downtown, while the rolling 
#eld represents sustainable agriculture.  The rising sun speaks of renewal and optimism as 
well as an abstract suggestion of renewable energy.  

This logo can serve as an e"ective supporting cast member in telling the story of our great 
college town positioning recommended by the recent Hometown Alliance marketing 
research study.  It is no coincidence that the other IACT 2008 Green Community of the Year is 
Bloomington, of course, a city well positioned as a university town.   The sample Sustainable 
Greencastle logo can assist in representing this story to not only reinforce our internal 
community engagement of this issue, but also more e"ectively identify ourselves on an 
external stage before entrepreneurs and green business owners, prospective home buyers, 
and many others from whom this story could help compel investment and other meaningful 
participation in our community.   In addition, this logo could lend at least associational 
support to the DePauw University and Ivy Tech State College brands that boldly represent the 
intellectual capital, trained workforce, and innovative potential of our community.

Greencastle
Sustainable
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Meet at the Market: A Campaign for Local Food and Our Downtown

The farmers market, more fully explained in the Local 
Food and Markets portion of this report, has the 
potential to provide a vital community hub speci#cally 
connecting our historic downtown, proud agricultural 
heritage, distinctive businesses as well as all of our 
community’s rich cultural assets.  In lending a hand of support to our community partner and 
Farmers Market host organization, Main Street Greencastle, we o"er Meet at the Market as the 
basis for a marketing campaign to create a local and regional destination for celebrating the 
distinctive assets of our community.  

The Meet at the Market logo suggests a meeting of the rolling #eld agricultural element 
as well as the historic downtown skyline in reinforcing those aspects of the Sustainable 
Greencastle logo.  Meet at the Market is intended as the consistent identi#er to be used either 
independently or in conjunction with other messages supporting the farmers market.  

Going Home:  A Buy Local Campaign to Invest in Ourselves

Our community cannot be environmentally sound and 
e!cient without strong, local businesses and commercial 
assets.  We propose the Buy Local logo to the Chamber 
of Commerce for consideration of a campaign to educate 
consumers about the economic, community, and cultural 
bene#ts of supporting local businesses.  

Local buying has a tremendous impact on our community’s economy.  Greencastle/Putnam 
County Development Center’s executive director, Bill Dory, provided the following data 
available in the appendix.  For every dollar spent at locally owned businesses, it is estimated 
that $.73 remains in the community.  For every dollar spent at a local chain business, it is 
estimated that $.43 remains in the community.  Of course, when you spend a dollar outside of 
our community, it is likely never to return.  

Our group enjoyed partnering with a sampling of locally owned businesses at our February 9 
“Farmers Market of Ideas.”  This free-$owing and energetic series of 20 concurrent roundtable 
discussions was in no small part inspired by the ca"eine of Blue Door co"ee, the sugar of 
Treasures on the Square chocolates and Almost Home strawberry pizza, the beauty of an 
Eitels potted blooming plant, and the inspiration of Shuee & Sons innovative Energy Star 
dryer and television models.   Locally owned and distinctive businesses such as these, which 
reside in the historic and centrally accessible pedestrian downtown corridor, are a vital 
interest for a sustainable Greencastle.

Meet at the
Market

LOCAL
BUY
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Hoosier Homegrown and Putnam Proud: Promoting Our Produce and Products 

In further support of the strong interests of our Local Food 
and Markets Work Group, we propose logos to identify 
and promote local food and other locally grown/created 
products in the eyes of increasingly interested and motivated 
consumers.  We propose two sample sets of logos, Hoosier 
Homegrown, which can be associated more widely with any produce, craft, artwork, or other 
product sewn, grown or made in the state of Indiana.  The Putnam Proud logo, of course, 
exclaims those products originating closest to home in our county.  

We propose these product logos to our local agriculture 
producers, including farmers market vendors and CSA 
programs.  We also propose these logo samples to 
the Chamber of Commerce for their consideration of 
a marketing and campaign to inform the purchase of 
local products at all restaurants and businesses.

Mediums and Forums

The collection of these logos and potential for brand development lends itself to e"ective 
storytelling that can be shared in a number of local mediums, including e-mail distribution, 
the Banner Graphic, WGRE and The DePauw, as well as our local cable access channel and D3TV.   A 
number of forums also present direct opportunities to present these messages.  These forums 
include the farmers market; meetings of nonpro#t organizations, voluntary associations, 
and faith-based organizations; cultural events; as well as sustainability educational events 
described further below.   Ideally, the local product and business logos could be displayed on 
site in direct associations with those businesses and products.

Each of our work groups also made abundantly clear that a more accessible and e!cient 
means of communicating is essential to informing and creating sustainable practices in our 
community.  We designed two “people-to-people” or user-directed WIKI pilots.  WIKIs, which 
stand for “What I Know Is,” are empowering collaborative and community-building devices.   In 
these two pilots, users can exchange information about green tips, events, energy services, 
recycling and other resources.  The addresses for the two WIKI pilots follow.

http://wikigreencastle.blogspot.com/ 
http://greencastlesustainwiki.wikispaces.com/

Educational Events

If the energy and commitment of the 100 citizens who participated in our coalition is 
any indication, there is great potential for a community-wide sustainability service day 
or month.  This could encompass a broad collection of neighborhood associations, faith-
based organizations, gardeners, students, and other interested citizens whose projects 

Proud
Putnam

Homegrown
Hoosier
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could include: a compact $uorescent light bulb swap to install a CFL in every porch light in 
Greencastle, weatherization of older or outdated homes in preparation for winter, the creation 
of community or neighborhood gardens, the collection for recycling of toxic or other unusual 
products (Tox-a-Way Day), and the cleanup of a body of water or green space.  As the host of 
Tox-a-Way Day or Clean City, the Greencastle Civic League is an important community partner 
for these and other educational programs.  

Other pro-active education e"orts could take many forms and target numerous audiences.  
Outreach audiences that came to mind include schools, faith-based organizations, service-
oriented organizations, farmers’ market attendees, county fair attendees, public library 
patrons, Tox-a-Way day participants, neighborhoods, children’s organizations, gardening 
groups, book groups, park attendees, and more.  The Putnam County Library, as well as 
DePauw University, Ivy Tech Community College, and our community school corporation 
would be vital partners.  
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Conclusion: Renewable Energy to Power Our Community Forward

As spring arrives to Greencastle in 2009, so do exciting and necessary opportunities to 
renew and strengthen our community.  Consistent with the City of Greencastle’s recognized 
environmental leadership; one hundred broadly representative citizens answered our Mayor’s 
invitation to join in this e"ort.  The resulting solutions represent a meaningful step forward, 
but they are only a beginning.

Amid many #nds, our most meaningful discovery is within the people of our community.  
Responding to the urgent challenges and opportunities of our time, their distinctive 
inspiration is a vital renewable energy source to power our community forward.  Indeed, 
though we are a small town carrying the burden of converging crises, ours is a city rising.   

Our committee seeks environmental solutions to strengthen our community, economy, 
culture, and quality of life.  But this is a mission in which every local citizen and association can 
contribute and gain.  We look forward to partnering with the entire community to achieve its 
bright and sustainable future. 
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Community Sustainability Contacts

Local Food and Markets
Farmers Market Ensley, Cathryn ccensley@hotmail.com
Community Supported Agriculture Paula Evans paula.k.evans@gmail.com
Plant a Row for the Hungry (PAR) Constance Ferry hobbitgardens@tds.net
Farmers and Hunters For the Hungry (FHFH) Frank Limas frank.limas@fhfh.org
Local Producer Directory Etti de Laczay elaczay@yahoo.com
Community Garden Tim Martin timothymartin_2010@depauw.edu

Transportation and Transit
Greencastle Rail Steve Setchell greenergreencastle@gmail.com
Rural Transit Doug Cox dougcox@depauw.edu
Downtown Pedestrian Tra!c & DePauw Links Doug Cox and Steve Setchell dougcox@depauw.edu
People Pathways Joy Marley wjmarley@cinergymetro.net
Community Carpool Network Brooke Cox bcox@depauw.edu

Energy Conservation and Alternatives
Sustainability Commission Brian Pohlar bpohlar@hwcengineering.com
Emissions Inventory Brian Pohlar greenergreencastle@gmail.com
Green Buildings Vaughn Becker vbwoodworking@wico.net
Wind and Solar Ordinances, Environmental 
Purchasing Brian Pohlar  bpohlar@hwcengineering.com
Energy Competition Steve Setchell greenergreencastle@gmail.com
Green Jobs Steve Setchell greenergreencastle@gmail.com
Green Loans Ken Heeke kenh@fnb-bank.com
Energy Utility Incentive Programs Marvin Peters marvin.peters@dukeenergy.com

Recycling
Recycling Awareness Xander Hazel xanderhazel@gmail.com
Strengthening Downtown Recycling Joanne Haymaker jhaymaker@depauw.edu
DePauw Move Out Day(s) Missy Orr missy.orr@gmail.com

Communications and Education
Marketing (brands, logo concepts) Steve Setchell greenergreencastle@gmail.com
Mediums and Forums (and WIKI) Bill Riley and Pat Newman williamcriley@gmail.com
Educational Programs Pat Newman pnewman@cinergymetro.net
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Appendix

Fan Mail for Greencastle
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